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LTLEPROCESSING"
"FORGETABOUT IT":"PARAT
IN THE SREBRENICAREPORT

EELCORUNIA1

"A good metaphorimplies an intuitive perceptionof the similarityin dissimilars."
Aristotle2
ABSTRACT
Dominick LaCaprahas remarkedthat"whenyou study something,you always have a tendency to repeat the problems you are studying."In psychoanalytic supervisionthis phenomenon is called "parallel processing." Parallel processes are subconscious re-enactments of past events: when you are caught up in a parallelprocess, your behaviorrepeats
key aspects of what there is to know aboutwhat you're studying-in a way, however, that
you yourself don't understand.This article analyzes the extent to which the "NIOD
Report,"the official Dutch reporton the massacre in Srebrenica(1995), "parallels"the
events it describes. It introduces the phenomenon, examines the way the NIOD
researchersunwittinglyreplicatedseveral key aspects of the events they studied,and discusses some instances in which parallelling highlights precisely those features of the
events underconsiderationthat are hardto come to terms with.

I. INTRODUCTION

On April 10, 2002, in a live television broadcast,the directorof the Netherlands
Institute for War Documentation (NIOD) presentedthe first copy of the longawaited NIOD Report about the "events prior to, during and after the fall of
Srebrenica"in 1995 to the Dutch ministerof Education,Cultureand Science. In
three massive volumes (totaling 3,394 pages), four book-length "partial studies,"

and a CD-ROM with anothereleven such studies, the NIOD describedand analyzed the inability of a battalion of Dutch peacekeepers to protect the Bosnian
Muslims herded together in the "safe area" of Srebrenica.3 The contract between
the NIOD and the Dutch government, which had commissioned the study and

paid the costs, stipulatedthat the aim of the projectwas to "increaseour under1. This articlewas funded by the NetherlandsOrganizationfor Scientific Research.
2. On the Art of Poetry, transl. and ed. I. Bywater (Oxford:ClarendonPress,1909), 71.
3. NederlandsInstituutvoor Oorlogsdocumentatie,Srebrenica,een 'veilig' gebied: Reconstructie,
achtergronden,gevolgen en analyses van de val van een Safe Area, 3 vols. (Amsterdam:NIOD, 2002)
("Srebrenica,a 'Safe'Area-Reconstruction, Background,Consequencesand Analyses of the Fall of a
'Safe Area.'" Additional bibliographical information at http://www.srebrenica.nl/en/a_index.htm,
accessedJuly 16, 2004).
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standing... of the causes and events which led to the fall of Srebrenicaand the
dramaticdevelopmentswhich ensued."4
One of these "dramaticdevelopments"was the murder-by Serb militiamenof probablyas many as 7,500 Bosnian Muslims. From the beginning it was quite
clear that the raison d'etre of the NIOD investigation was to ascertainwhether
Dutch politicians, military,civil servants, or peacekeepers were in any way to
blame. The reportwith which the NIOD came forwardaftermore than five years
of researchwas criticalabout the eagernesswith which the then governmenthad
sent a battalionof peacekeeperson an "impossiblemission,"but it did not indict
any Dutch politician (nor indeed any other Dutch individual or institution).
Nevertheless,less thana week afterthe publication,and only a few weeks before
the next general election, the Dutch cabinet resigned-because it "broadlysubscribed"to the conclusions of the report.Mr. Wim Kok, the prime minister,didn't specify exactly to which conclusions the cabinet, or, for that matter,he himself, subscribed,but explainedto the parliamentthat somebodyhad to take political responsibilityfor the inability of the internationalcommunityto preventthe
mass murders,and thathe had decided that he would be the person to do so.
In the weeks that followed, the reportwas duly reviewed in newspapers,talk
shows, and magazines. Though it had toppled a cabinet, it proved extraordinarily difficult to fathom the value of the NIOD study. Politicaljournalistshad their
shots; historianssupplied authoritativesound bites; commentators,editorialists,
and other pundits ventured tentative evaluations-but behind the coquettish
opinions shimmeredbewilderment.What to make of this huge numberof words
about-or at least triggeredby-one fatal week in July 1995? In November 2002
a symposium was held at Leiden University, in which historians and philosophers of history tried to get some grip on the theoretical underpinningsof the
report;they were also able to discuss theirfindings with NIOD director(andhead
of the projectteam) ProfessorJ. C. H. Blom.5
Because (as a historianwho is also a psychologist) I have written about the
way historiansdeal with traumaticevents, andbecause I was in the midst of writing a novel about Srebrenica,6I attended the Leiden symposium. Listening to
ProfessorBlom it struckme thatthe words in which he described,explained, and
defended his project closely resembled the words in which back in 1993, 1994,
and 1995 the political and military authoritieshad talked about the Dutch mission in and to Bosnia. "We knew," Blom said, "thatours was a very hazardous
enterprise."And: "we risked a highly unfortunateresult,""we had to build things
up from scratch,""it was unsure whetherwe could musteradequateresources,"
and so on.7 This resemblancebetween report and event, or, to be more precise,
4. As the instructionto the NIOD was worded. See the letter of 18 October 1996 from the minister of Education,Cultureand Science, the ministerof Defence, and the ministerof ForeignAffairs to
accessed
the Dutch Parliament (English translation on http://www.srebrenica.nl/en/a_index.htm,
August 10, 2004).
5. The lectures given at the symposium are published in Het drama Srebrenica: Geschiedtheoretischebeschouwingenover het NIOD-rapport.Special edition of Tijdschriftvoor Geschiedenis
116 (2003), 185-328.
6. Now published:Eelco Runia, Inkomendvuur (Amsterdam:Augustus, 2003).
7. Later Blom made similar remarks in "Het NIOD-rapportonevenwichtig en intellectueel
gemakzuchtig?Een kwestie van lezen," InternationaleSpectator56 (2002), 448-453; J. C. H. Blom,
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between "whathappensin the reportingenvironment"and "whathappenedin the
environmentabout which the reportpurportedlyreports"remindedme of a phenomenon I had often encountered in my work as a psychologist: the "parallel
process."
Dominick LaCaprahas remarkedthat "when you study something, at some
level you always have a tendency to repeat the problems you are studying."8
From a theoretical as well as a societal point of view, parallel processes are
importantmanifestationsof this tendency.Broadly speaking,a parallelprocess is
going on when difficulties experienced in one environment are replicated in
anotherenvironment.The concept originates in psychoanalytic supervision, is
used in medical and psychotherapeuticsettings, and refers,typically,to instances
in which problematicinteractionsbetween residents and their patients are mirroredin the teaching encounter,in, thatis, the interactionbetween residentsand
their tutors. System theorists speak in this respect of "isomorphism"-a term
borrowedfrom mathematics.In general, says Douglas Hofstadter,the term "isomorphism""applies when two complex structurescan be mapped onto each
otherin such a way thatto each partof one structurethereis a correspondingpart
in the other structure,where 'corresponding'means that the two parts play similar roles in their respective structures."9
In this article I will introducethis phenomenon,examine the way Blom and
his fellow NIOD researchersunwittingly replicated several key aspects of the
events they studied, and discuss some instances in which parallelinghighlights
precisely those featuresof the object of the NIOD study that are hardto come to
terms with.
II. THE PARALLELPROCESS

As a psychologist I used to teach medical doctors to reflect upon their dealings
with theirpatients-because doctorswho are able to do so areless likely to stumble into unprofitableantagonismsor, as happens much more often, counterproductive symbioses with their patients.One of the methods I employed is groupsupervision, in which physicians discuss unsatisfactorydoctor-patient interactions with theirpeers, while the groupleadersignals subconsciousgroupprocesses. Using this methodI was time and again struckby similaritiesbetween whatis
observable in the supervision group, and the ostensible difficulties the doctors
have with the patients about whom they are talking. Typically, some aspects of
what had happenedbetween the doctor and his or her patientare not verbalized
in the intendedstorythe doctortells, but are, as it were, "playedout"in the group.
B. G. J. de Graaff, and D. C. L. Schoonoord, "Oordelenin uitersten,"Bijdragen en Mededelingen
betreffendede Geschiedenis der Nederlanden(BMGN) 118 (2003), 337-356; and J. C. H. Blom and
B. G. J. de Graaff,"Het Srebrenica-onderzoek:Een extreem geval van eigentijdse geschiedschrijving," Tijdschriftvoor Geschiedenis (TvG) 116 (2003), 300-322.
8. Dominick LaCapra,WritingHistory, WritingTrauma(Baltimore:Johns Hopkins University
Press, 2001), 142.
9. Douglas Hofstadter,Goidel,Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid (New York:Basic Books,
1979), 59.
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In an articleaboutthe Dutch GeneralPractitionerstrainingprogrammeI gave
the following, ratherstraightforward,case:
In the second month of the training, K, a junior GP who has substantiallymore clinical
experience than most other group members,tells the group about a patient who has visited him because of frequentheadaches. He reportshaving examined the patient carefully
and having made an effort to help the patientto the best of his abilities: "I even hinted at
the possibility thathis complaintsmight have some psychosomaticorigins, but he wouldn't go into that."After some considerationhe had decided to ask the patientto monitorfor
two weeks under what circumstances his headaches did in fact occur-to which the
patient had responded:"That'sall very well, but I'd ratherhave a referralto a neurologist." K reportsthathe had felt annoyed,but had nevertheless,"becauseof the time,"consented to the patient'srequest. In the group, K's story is ardentlydiscussed, and a lot of
interestingobservationsand valuable considerationsare made. Initially K listens actively,
but in time he seems to lose interestand at the end he shows no signs whatsoeverthatthe
discussion has clarified anything.Duringthe ensuing coffee-breakK asks the [. . .] group
leader-within earshot of his fellow group members: "By the way, what do you do in
cases like the one I told you about?"10

In taking it higher up, K behaved-on anotherlevel-in the same way as his
patient. Doing so, he evoked the same emotions as he had experiencedhimself:
by his question to the group leader K humiliated the group, just as he had felt
humiliatedby his patient.He had unwittinglyenacted the aspect of the behavior
of the patientthat had most infuriatedhim.
In K's case, at least four things stand out. First:it is not just a randomaspect
of the reportedevent that is omitted, but the spot where the shoe really pinches.
Though he hadn'trealized it, for K, his feeling of having been humiliatedby his
patientwas much more of an issue thanthe origins of the headaches,the pros and
cons of his advice, or the proprietyof the referral.A second characteristicis that
the parallelsare so pervasive:not only the humiliation,but also the exertions (by
K as well as by the group) and the time pressure are mirrored.Third, drawing
attentionto parallelsis a way to overcome deadlock.When in the next groupsession the "coffee-break event" was discussed, K, though initially protesting,
acknowledged the parallel and experienced it as a real eye-opener. The fourth
featureis thatin parallelprocesses, acting out is wedded to-and hides behindconventionality. K's behavior was not so conspicuous as to provoke his colleagues to protest, yet conspicuous enough to affect them. His question to the
group leader arousedfeelings of embarrassment,of having witnessed something
that, though elusive, was definitely off-limits, but these feelings were swamped
by the urge to go along with the flow of events. To addressK's behaviorrequired
the unconventional,"unsociable"act of returningto the subject of his (coffeebreak!)questionin the next group session-something people are not easily preparedto do.
Parallel processes-like K's question to the group leader-are subconscious
re-enactmentsof past events. They differ in two ways from Collingwoodianreenactments:they do not refer to in vitro representationsbut to real-in vivointeractions;second, they are not the intendedresult of a conscious effort but the
10. Eelco Runia, "TheParallelProcess in the Trainingof GeneralPractitioners,"Medical Teacher
17 (1995), 399-408.
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unintendedripples of subconscious processes. In a sense, a parallelprocess is a
compulsion to repeat. When therapists do not understand what is going on
between them and their patients, and consequently are not able to give a satisfactory report about it, they may, by parallel enactment, transmit the elusive
aspect of the relationshipwith the patient to their supervisor.LaCapra'sadage
that "when you study something, . . . you always have a tendency to repeat the
problems you are studying" thus gets a special twist. When, like K, you are
caught up in a parallelprocess, your behavior repeatskey aspects of what there
is to know about the problem you study-in a way, however, that you yourself
don't understand.
The explanation of this remarkable phenomenon ultimately derives from
Freud, who theorizedthat what is not adequatelyrememberedmay be repeated
in the therapeuticsituationthroughunconscious enactment."1In a groundbreaking article, Harold Searles, elaboratingon Freud's idea, stated that enactments
are not the prerogativesof patients,but occur within the supervision(that is, in
the interactionbetween therapistand supervisor)as well.12Searles's supposition
that the therapistwas a kind of medium through which the enactment of the
patient was flawlessly "transmitted"to the supervisor, was, however, rather
quickly discarded.Since the 1970s most theorists in the field take the position
that it is not just idiosyncrasies of the patient that may be transmittedto the
supervision, but also (some say: predominantly) idiosyncrasies of the
patient-therapist interaction-that, in other words, the therapistis not a transparentmedium, but part and parcel of what is transmittedto the supervision.13
Accordingly, Sachs and Shapiro state that most parallelismsdo not refer to the
contentof the therapeuticprocess, but to "treatmentalliances"-to the tacit rules
that form the basis of the therapist-patientrelationship.
When a parallelprocess is operativethereis always a dual set of transferences
and countertransferencesinvolved-the one, the patient/therapistset, as it were
in absentiae, the other in the here and now of the supervision.14Yet parallel
processes are not reducible to transferencesor countertransferences.Key to parallel processes is a 180? turn of the "middle man"-the therapist.Paralleling
occurs when therapists,in the supervision setting, unconsciously identify with
their patients, enact this identification, and elicit responses from the supervisor
thatreplicatethe difficulties they themselves have encountered-as therapists11. SigmundFreud,"Erinnem,Wiederholenund Durcharbeiten,"GesammelteWerkeX (London:
Imago, 1914), 126-136.
12. H. F. Searles, "The Informational Value of the Supervisor's Emotional Experiences,"
Psychiatry 18 (1955), 135-146.
13. See, for example, D. M. Sachs and S. H. Shapiro, "On Parallel Processes in Therapy and
Teaching,"Psychoanalytic Quarterly45 (1976), 319-415; H. K. Gediman and F. Wolkenfeld,"The
Parallelism Phenomenon in Psychoanalysis and Supervision: Its Reconsideration as a Triadic
System," Psychoanalytic Quarterly 49 (1980), 234-255; and L. Caligor, "Paralleland Reciprocal
Processes in Psychoanalytic Supervision," in Clinical Perspectives on the Supervision of
Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy,ed. L. Caligor, P. M. Bromberg,and J. D. Meltzer (New York:
Plenum Press, 1984), 1-28.
14. In the therapeuticsetting thereis transferencefrompatientto therapistand countertransference
from therapistto patient;in the supervisionsetting there is transferencefrom therapistto supervisor
and countertransferencefrom supervisorto therapist.
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in the therapy.This, of course, is a highly ambiguousgambit:the therapistbrings
up the "itching"relationshiphe or she has with his or her patient in order to
change it, but by eliciting the responses they themselves have got caught up in,
he or she also seems to want to perpetuate it. But in this respect too, the supervision often mirrorsthe therapy.In K's case, it would be a good guess thatjust
as K himself wants both to remainthe omnipotentdoctor he fancied himself to
be and to find more satisfactoryways of dealing with his patients,the patienthe
talks about wants both to get rid of his symptoms and to retainthem.
That therapistspresents their case in such an ambiguous way should not be
taken to mean that the underlyingproblem is not a serious one. It almost always
is. In most cases it is so serious that the therapistsomehow is convinced that he
or she "cannotdo without it." In fact, parallelprocesses often point to problems
so boundup with the identity of the therapistthatthe therapistfeels he or she has
no other option than to try to have it both ways: to simultaneouslyaddress the
problemand to evade it. In theirbeing boundup with identity,the problemsfeeding into parallel processes resemble (psychological) traumata.15Like traumata,
they want to be left alone just as much as they want to be overcome.
Unfortunately,when not addressed,this strategyof having it both ways tends to
be self-defeating:it engendersnumbness, apathy,and deadlock, and diffuses an
atmosphereof "forgetabout it."
III. THE OSSENDRECHTSEHEIDE

Remarkably,these were precisely the feelings the NIOD SrebrenicaReportgenerated. In the weeks after the study was published there was an initial burst of
attention-from newspapers,TV stations, weeklies, and so on-followed a short
while later by a welter of articles in specialized and professionaljournals. Then
therewere some conferences andcongresses, and finally the two most prominent
Dutch historicaljournals,the Tijdschriftvoor Geschiedenisand the Bijdragenen
Mededelingen betreffende de Geschiedenis der Nederlanden, devoted special
editions to the NIOD report.Many points were made, many issues raised, many
hypotheses suggested-and there was, on the whole, remarkablylittle pedantry.
Yet, the issues raised did not get any follow-up. Instead, as a Dutch weekly
recently wrote, "silence set in."16
That the report led to an atmosphereof "forget about it" was hardly to be
expected. In the first place, because the NIOD study-eagerly awaited and long
overdue-addressed the urgentquestion of how the Dutch could have failed to
protect 7,500 Bosnian Muslims from being massacred,it was widely believed
thatthe publicationof the Reportwould be the startingsignal for a clarifyingdis15. See my WaterlooVerdunAuschwitz:De liquidatievan het verleden (Amsterdam:Meulenhoff,
1999), 176-202.
16. Alain van der Horst, "Onmacht,onkunde en onwil," Haagse Post (December 12, 2003), 2542, 26. The fact that, in the Netherlands,2002 was a very turbulentyear (with the rise and murderof
the charismaticpopulist Pim Fortuijn,two general elections-both ending in landslides-and the
demise of a whole generationof politicians)does not, to my mind, sufficiently explain this apathy:it
was not only the public media but, most conspicuously,the professionals (especially historians)who
gave up.
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cussion aboutwhy, back in July 1995, things went so terriblywrong. On the basis
of the thoroughgoingdocumentationand informed analysis of the NIOD there
would be a kind of collective self-examinationfrom which insights and conclusions would be drawn. That instead of this, apathy set in, was also remarkable
because, second, the researchersthemselves professed thatdiscussion and reflection was what they had been after. They had taken care, they said, not to steal
someone's thunder,and repeatedly declared that now they had done their job,
there could be a blossoming of well-informeddiscussions.
On consideration,what in fact did happen was not unlike what happenedin
K's supervisiongroup.After K had told abouthis interactionwith his patient,the
group members eagerly ventured questions, opinions, advice, and interpretations-each to the best of his or her abilities, each expecting that his or her
remarkswould be taken up, so that, eventually,K could gain enough insight into
himself and his patientto overcome the impasse in which he had become locked.
Needless to say, the contributionsof the group members-however involvedwere not intended as definitive statements. They were provisory inducements
meantto get things going. But when nothingreally got going, when there was no
indicationthat K was seriously consideringwhat was broughtup, the group lost
focus, and the discussion peteredout into a melancholy coffee-break.
Though in the case of the NIOD reportthere was no single, clear-cut, K-like
acting out, there were enough "provocations"to suspect that the Report was
indeed surreptitiouslytrying to have it both ways. I hasten to remark that by
using the word "provocations"I do not in any way want to suggest that the makers of the Reportenjoyed puttingcats among the pigeons. WhatI do want to say,
however, is that they unwittinglydrew enough attentionto what they unwittingly wantedto hide as to merit the hypothesis that a parallelprocess was going on.
The tendency to "forgetabout it" that their Report engenderedmight have been
the result of their wanting both to explore and to evade the question of what in
fact did happenin 1995 in Srebrenica.Werethat indeed the case, then, according
to parallel-processtheory, the issues evaded could be expected to be bound up
with identity. Chances are, moreover, that the issues at stake would have been
encapsulatedin the "provocations"occurringin and aroundthe Report.
Before turning to these "provocations"-and considering the question what
they might hide as well as reveal about the Dutch mission to Srebrenica-I will
pause for a moment and ask, first, whetherobject (the Dutch role in Srebrenica)
and subject(NIOD) had enough in common to enable the subjectto identify with
the object, and, second, whether identificationdid in fact manifest itself in the
operationalmodus of the research group. The questions are crucial, because a
substantialamount of identification is a precondition for parallel processes to
take place. In psychoanalyticsupervisionthis communalityis hardlyproblematic: the supervision is structuredalong roughly the same lines as the therapy.In
both settings there is a person seeking help and a person offering help, a person
statinga problemand a persontryingto make sense of it, a personpresentingdisjunction and a person suggesting conjunction.As a matterof fact this is rather
less unlike the situationin historiographythanmight have been assumed.A read-
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er of a historicalwork-or, to be more precise, the public to which that work is
addressed-is in the same "tertiary"position as a supervisor:historical reality
communicatessomethingto historians,historianscommunicateit to theirpublic.
On top of this, therewas, in the case of the NIOD, a more specific inducement
for identification.Surprisingly,in 1996, the year the NIOD got the assignmentto
investigate the Dutch role in Srebrenica,the institute was in roughly the same
position the Dutch army was in 1993, the year in which the United Nations asked
the Netherlandsto provide a battalionof peacekeepersfor the UNPROFORmission to Bosnia. This similarity sprang from the circumstancethat, in the early
1990s, both army and NIOD had to face the fact that what for decades had been
theirraison d'etre was irremediablygone-both had to find new tasks, new challenges, new legitimacies. The army,afterthe end of the Cold War,began to shift
its attention to participationin United Nations missions. In 1991, the Dutch
Minister of Defense proclaimed a majorreductionin the size of the army,coupled with the creation of an elite "Air Mobile Brigade"-intended as a component of a NATOrapid-deploymentforce, but tailor-madefor politically attractive
peacekeeping operations.17In 1993 the seriousness of the new orientationwas
put to the test, when decisions had to be made whetherthe expensive equipment
(as, for example, Apache attackhelicopters)the army wanted for the Air Mobile
Brigade would indeed be purchased.18
When, in this climate, the Secretary General of the United Nations, Mr.
BoutrosBoutros-Ghali,remindedthe Dutch governmentof its promise to furnish
troops for the Bosnian peacekeeping mission, several high-rankingmilitaryincluding the commanderof the Air Mobile Brigade-began to maneuverto put
the Air Mobile Brigadeon offer. Was a mission to Bosnia not an excellent opportunity to show what the Brigade was capable of? The Commanderof the First
Army Corps, Lieutenant-GeneralSchouten, declared that it would be "verybad
for the attractiveness"of the Air Mobile Brigade "whenafter two and half years
it would not have left the OssendrechtseHeide otherthan for a small exercise in
Greece."19The politicians, headedby the Ministerof Defense, jumped upon this
idea, the skeptics were overruled,and-after some juggling and wriggling-the
Air Mobile Brigade,thoughnot fully up to strength(therewere recruitmentproblems), not having completed its trainingand as yet still provisionally equipped,
got its golden opportunity.The feeling was that "Srebrenica"would be a difficult
mission, but this feeling was outweighed by the confidence that-with the
famous Dutch hands-on approach-the job could be done.
The NIOD, meanwhile, was also in an unprecedentedprocess of transformation. Establishedin 1945 as the Rijksinstituutvoor Oorlogsdocumentatie(RvO,
later RIOD),20the Institutehad, in the early 1990s, outlastedits task of collect17. Herstructureringen verkleining.Defensienota 1991. The thirdcomponentof the plan was the
abolishment of compulsory military service. The proposals were subsequently worked out in the
Prioriteitennota1993.
18. Srebrenica,een 'veilig' gebied, I, 1041-1085. See also H. A. Couzy, Mijnjaren als bevelhebber (Amsterdam:L. J. Veen, 1996).
19. Quotedin Srebrenica,een'veilig'gebied, I, 1044. The OssendrechtseHeide is a militarytraining ground.
20. See, for the prehistory of the NIOD for example, A. J. van der Leeuw, "Loe de Jong, het
Koninkrijken het Instituut,"in Een dure verplichtingen een kostelijkvoorrecht: Dr L. de Jong en
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ing, disclosing, and studying the documentaryevidence of the history of the
Netherlandsduringthe Second WorldWar.The last (twenty-seventh)volume of
Het Koninkrijkder Nederlandenin de TweedeWereldoorlog-which had become
the mainstayof the Institute-was publishedin 1988, and with the completionof
this monumentalwork the question arose whether the Institute had a future.
Wasn't it time to move its archivesto the NationalArchive, its other collections
to the appropriatemuseums, and its researchto the universities-and to close the
Institute?Or could the NIOD be transformedinto an "Instituteof Contemporary
History"?The discussions hadn'tbeen conclusive21when in 1996 J. C. H. Blom,
a successful and ambitiousprofessorat AmsterdamUniversity,was appointedthe
new director.Three days before he was to take up the directorship,Blom was
phoned by the Ministerof Education,Cultureand Science and asked whetherhe
would contractfor an "independentand historical-scientificstudy"of the Dutch
role in Srebrenica.22Blom, not wanting to get stuck in his own version of the
OssendrechtseHeide, weighed the risks, counted his beads-and jumped upon
the opportunitythe Dutch governmentso unexpectedlyhad offered him.
IV. REPLICATIONS

This identification-inducingorigin was planted in identification-enhancingcircumstances: the fact that Blom got carte blanche23gave him and his group a
blank space in which identificationscould easily be projected.It was, I think,this
unique constellation that caused the Srebrenicaresearchersto replicate several
key featuresof the Srebrenicamission with such uncannyprecision.
In the first place, they took the same moralhigh groundas the one from which
the Dutch Srebrenicapolicy had been conducted.The moral postureof the then
Dutch governmentwas based on an obliterationof the fact that it had voluntarily taken on the assignment-and might be characterizedas a combinationof a
sense of duty and a sense of being just the right entity to fulfill this duty. Both
were copied. Governmentas well as NIOD presented their task as a "societal
imperative,"24and both accepted what they saw as their lot with a dissimulated,
subduedpride. Ratherunsurprisingly,the similarityin posture led to a similarity
zijn geschiedwerk,ed. M. de Keizer (The Hague: SDU, 1995), 21-58, and Max Pam, De onderzoekers van de oorlog (The Hague: SDU, 1989).
21. The futureof the NIOD was finally settled when, in 1997, the Ministerof Education,Culture
and Science endorsedthe conclusions of the Kossmanncommittee (April 1997) that the NIOD was
viable if it broadenedits scope to twentieth-centurywarfareand genocide.
22. Y. Albrecht, "De waarheid in hoofdletters hebben we hier niet" (Interview with Professor
Blom), VrijNederland (November 2, 2002), 32-35.
23. Surprisingly,there were no restrictionsas to the size and composition of the researchgroup.
Nor was there a budget:the NIOD could send in its expense account to the Minister.Unbelievably,
there was not even a time limit. Only when the study was well on its way did the NIOD grouppromise that it would publish its results just after the general elections of 1998. When it proved to be
impossible to live up to this promise, the NIOD agreedto be readyin the summerof 2001. This deadline couldn't be met either,and again the publicationwas postponed:first to November2001, then to
April 10, 2002-ironically just before the next general election.
24. See Blom, de Graaff,and Schoonoord,"Oordelenin uitersten,"339, and Blom and de Graaff,
"Het Srebrenica-onderzoek,"
300-322.
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in consequences.By insisting, for example, thatthey had takenon the Srebrenica
study not because they had wanted to, but because it was a societal imperative,
the researchersmade Dutch society accessory to theirprojectin the same way the
Dutch governmenthad enrolled Dutch society in its Srebrenicapolicy. Consequently, the question whether-in the case of Srebrenica-this sense of duty
deterioratedinto a feeling of having to do someone else's dirty work, and to a
concomitanterosion of responsibility,had to be answeredby researcherswho ran
comparablerisks.
Second, the researcherscopied the mode of operation.From the beginning,
Blom, like the Air Mobile Brigadeand the Dutch cabinetthat sent the Brigadeon
its mission, systematicallyreliedon the NapoleonicprincipleOn s'engage, puis on
voit-or, rather, on the Dutch equivalent of this principle, "de mouwen
a combinationof willful unpreparedness,lack of interestin the big
opstropen,"25
picture, improvisation,and a hands-on approach.The reliance on this mode of
operationmight be regardedas the corollaryof the fact thatneitherBlom nor the
NIOD had any expertise in their subject when they grabbedthe opportunityto
study it, but it was certainly not inevitable. In the manner of the Air Mobile
Brigade-which had not been too interestedin the experiencesof the Canadian
unit it replaced-the NIOD preferredto startwith a clean slate and didn't look for,
or build upon, expertisethat was alreadyavailable.So, rightfrom the acceptance
of the job, the projectwas pervadedwith the "can do" mentalitythat also determined the Dutch mission to Srebrenica.And in this respect too, what in fact had
been a choice felt like a necessity.As the NIOD researcherslater said: they had
hadto "wrestle"with the fact thatthey "hadto build everythingup from scratch."26
Then, third, the researchgroup replicatedthe logistic predicamentof the Air
Mobile Brigade. Because, as an enclave, Srebrenicawas completely surrounded
by territorycontrolledby Bosnian Serbs, and because supply by air was vetoed
by the Bosnian Serbs, the Brigade was in the position of having to protectprisoners against theirjailers while at the same time having to ask these very same
jailers permission to enter and leave the jail. The Srebrenicaresearch group
ended up in an equivalent logistic dependency when it accepted that access to
foreign sources could not be guaranteed.With that acceptance, Blom and his
associates made themselves totally dependenton the cooperation of the Dutch
government,the government,that is, they might have to criticize. Of course, the
Dutch governmentpromisednot to interferein any way, to be forthcomingwith
documents,and to grantmilitary and governmentofficials permission to talk to
the researchers-promises that were subsequently laid down in the contract
Blom negotiated with the Dutch government.27This contract offered enough
safeguardsto make questioningthe independenceof the researchgroup-as has
repeatedlybeen done28-a dead-end street. The question is ratherwhether the
researchgroup,being in the same logistic predicamentas the Brigade, might not
25. Literally,to roll up one's sleeves.
26. Blom and de Graaff,"Het Srebrenica-onderzoek,"301.
27. See, for the arrangementwith the Dutch government, Blom's "Proloog."Srebrenica, een
'veilig'gebied I, 9-31. For a critical assessment, see Van der Horst, "Onmacht,onkunde en onwil."
28. For example, Van der Horst, "Onmacht,onkundeen onwil."
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have been misled by the decency with which the Dutch governmentrefrained
from abusingits logistic monopoly.Might not this decency have desensitizedthe
groupto the rashnesswith which the then governmentacquiesced in placing the
Brigade (and itself) in the logistical nightmarethat was Srebrenica?29
Fourth,having embarkedon his mission, Blom recruiteda battalion,not of
peacekeepers, but of experts. The Air Mobile Brigade had had major-and
increasinglyserious-recruitment problems, and consequently,DutchbatIII, the
battalion that was in Srebrenicawhen the Serbs attacked the enclave in July
1995, had to be assembled from personnelof many differentunits. DutchbatIII
thereforewas a ratherheterogeneouslot: some were very idealistic, some were
in it only for the money, some were seasoned, some were green, some were the
tough professionalsthe Air Mobile Brigade had wantedto attract,some had neither militaryexperience nor ambitions.Because at the NIOD nobody was qualified for the Srebrenicastudy, Blom also had to bring a team together-and out
of all the available options, he chose the recruitmentpolicy that most resembled
the one the Air Mobile Brigade had employed. The heterogeneousgroup of specialists Blom assembled (on an ad hoc basis, and in differentbatches) comprised
a journalist,a formerNavy officer and militaryhistorian,a London-basedanthropologist, a specialist in foreign affairs, one of his former students, a teacher in
Serbo-Croatian,and a former employee of the Organizationfor Security and
Cooperationin Europe.30Of course, the point is not that these people weren't
capable-most of them were-but that, by replicatingthe recruitmentpolicy of
the Air Mobile Brigade, the researchgroup came to embody some of the very
problemsit was supposed to study.
I will mentionjust two. The most obvious problem springs from the fact that
because of its heterogeneity and because it was too new to have traditions,the
Air Mobile Brigade lacked esprit de corps. Loyalty was at company-or even
platoon-level. The lack of esprit de corps might well have been the reason that
DutchbatIII, and especially the Potocari-basedstaff unit, was afflicted by serious tensions (some of them-as, for example, the bitter feud between an army
and a navy medical team-attributable to culturaldifferences). The question to
what extent these tensions influenced the effectiveness of the battalionwhen, in
July 1995, the Serbs attacked, had to be answered by a research group that,
accordingto several sources, was also plagued by strife and controversy.31
Another,perhapsmore important,problemhas to do with the fact that"recruitment policy" is not a neutralinput factor,but points forwardto what eventually
29. There are no indicationsthatit was a conscious strategy,but given the fact thatlogistically the
researchteam was in a position equivalentto the Brigade's, the Dutch governmentcould not have
chosen a more potent and vicious way to influence the researchgroup than it did in fact choose: to
be decent and forthcoming.Had the Dutch governmentbehavedmore "like the Bosnian Serbs"-and
used its logistic monopoly more aggressively-it probablywould have made the researchgroupmore
perceptiveto the misappraisalson which the Srebrenicamission was founded.
30. Ultimately, the group consisted of eleven researchers.It might be remarkedthat in selecting
these persons, the NIOD, like the Air Mobile Brigade, did not comply with standardrecruitmentprocedures.
31. Vander Horstmentions thatin 1997, because of majorcooperationproblems,a consultantwas
hired.Vander Horst, "Onmacht,onkundeen onwil." Blom himself has repeatedlycalled the fact that
the group ultimately figured in toto on the title page of the report"a miracle." Quoted in Albrecht,
"De waarheidin hoofdlettershebben we hier niet."
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will count as a good job. The way the NIOD researchgroup was assembledpredisposed it to an end result in the form of a collection of individualcontributions.
Blom and his group seem to have operatedon the assumptionthat as long as all
the relevantspecialties were representedon theirteam, and as long as the fruit of
everybody's toil found its way into the end-report,the group had acquitteditself
of its task. Consequently,accumulation,and not synthesizing, distillation,orjust
plain writing, provided the formal structure of the report. As one of the
researchersremarked:"cuttingand gluing, that's the way to do it."32The supposition that an assemblage of individual contributionscould count as a good job
may well have led the NIOD groupto the perspectivefrom which they assessed
the Srebrenicamission: that there is no one to blame when everybody has done
his or her own individualjob to the best of his or her abilities.33
This conceptionof duty is inseparablefrom the fifth way in which the research
group replicatedtheir object: the style of leadership.The fact that the title page
of the reportmentions (apartfrom the names of the researchers)not one, but two
persons with whom the "final responsibility"rested,34suggests that the group
replicated the peculiar dual leadership of Dutchbat III. In Dutchbat III,
Lieutenant-ColonelKarremansconcentratedon the contacts with the "outside
world" (higher UN-echelons, Dutch army headquarters,Serb and Muslim leaders) while his deputy,MajorFranken,effectively commandedthe battalionon a
day-to-day basis. Though this division of labor certainly resembled the one
between Blom and his deputy,the dual leadershipwas probablyintroducedtoo
late (in 2001) to have influenced the way the grouptreatedtheir object.
Far more pervasive was, I think, the extent to which the researchgroup replicated Dutch cabinet-style decision-making. Dutch cabinets are-as they are
called-"collegial." Ministershave a dual task: each of them is responsiblefor a
department,but together they discuss, decide, and defend the common policy.
This common policy is supposed to be monolithic:there is no voting, there are
no minority views, discussions are secret, and neitherparliamentnor public is
ever permittedto have a look at cracks or fissures. The task of the prime minister-who has no "spendingdepartment"himself-is to chair the cabinet meetings, to take care thatthe ministersexercise theirdual task in a balancedway, and
to embody the indivisibility of the common policy.35This description neatly
describesthe workingmethodthe NIOD groupchose to employ. The researchers,
like ministers,had to run their own "department,"but were to discuss the work
of their peers duringweekly meetings, and to juggle their findings and opinions
into common conclusions. Like ministers, they promised not to spill the beans,
and like ministersthey agreed to keep their mouths shut even when theirdays in
office were long over.36
32. Dick Schoonoord, as quoted in Bas Blokker, "Knippen en plakken," NRC Handelsblad
(November 9, 2002), 23-24.
33. On this issue, see Frank Ankersmit, "Een schuld zonder schuldigen? Morele en politieke
oordelen in het Srebrenica-rapport."
Tijdschriftvoor Geschiedenis 116 (2003), 262-284.
34. "J.C. H. Blom (director),P. Romijn (head research)."
35. C. W. van der Pot, Handboek van het Nederlandse staatsrecht, 13th ed. (Zwolle: Tjeenk
Willink, 1995).
36. See Van der Horst, "Onmacht,onkunde en onwil," and Blokker, "Knippenen plakken."
Several researchersare on recordas having said that they were advised not to speak to the press after
the completion of the report.
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What Blom disclosed about his leadershipstyle suggests that he, for his part,
had meant to lead the group in the collegial mannerof a Dutch prime minister.
Science, remarkedBlom (who consistently presented the Srebrenicastudy as a
scientific endeavor) should not take place in "hierarchical surroundings."
"Scientists should do their researchin freedom, without someone saying at the
end of the trajectory:I am right,because I am the boss."37In additionto some of
the advantages,the cabinet style of doing researchalso had some of the pitfalls
of its governmentalcounterpart.One of the risks is that when tensions run high,
and time begins to press, there is a tendency to neglect the second componentof
the task: to communicate with your colleagues. This, in fact, happened in the
final stages of the making of the report:the researchersbecame so absorbedby
their own "department"that they virtually stopped reading each other's texts.38
Something of the kind may also have happenedin the Dutch cabinet, when, in
1993 it had to decide whetherto send the Air Mobile Brigade to Bosnia, and in
July 1995, when the enclave was overrunby the Serbs.39The replicatedleadership style almost inevitably led to the replication of the yardstick with which
leadershipwas to be assessed. The NIOD group evaluated the performanceof
Wim Kok, the Dutch prime ministerfrom 1994 till 2002, with the yardstickwith
which Blom himself wantedto be assessed40:the quality with which he had exercised his regiefunctie(an untranslatableword meaning a leadership-stylesomewhere between "coordination"and "steering").
LaCapra'sremarkaboutresearchersrepeatingthe problemsthey study is rather
crassly illustratedby the sixth way in which the NIOD groupreplicatedits object:
it created its own enclave. Supervised by the AIVD (the Dutch State Security
Service), the third floor of the NIOD building was converted into a stronghold
that effectively kept outsidersout and insiders in. The doors of the researchers'
rooms were strengthenedand provided with combinationlocks and judas holes.
To preventthe occupantsof the houses on the other side of the canal from peeping in, the windows were covered with curtains.The computersthe researchers
used were disconnectedfrom the internet.41Not only were the borderswith the
outside world made as impermeableas possible, the researchersalso behaved as
if they were surroundedby enemies.42They were as anxious aboutbeing diddled
out of theirinformationas the common Dutchbatsoldier was aboutbeing robbed
of his equipment.The rationalefor their locking themselves in was, of course,
that the informationthey worked on might be politically sensitive. They had to
imprison themselves, as they themselves afterwardssaid, because they had to
operate"besideand in ... the political-journalisticcomplex."43
37. Quotedin Blokker, "Knippenen plakken."
38. This was said by at least two researchers.See ibid. "We were tired,"one of the researchers
said. "I thought:suit yourself," anotherremarked.
39. In both instancesthe NIOD reportitself is not quite clear,and because the minutes of the meetings of the cabinet are secret, and the ministershave as yet not disclosed anything,there is no way to
ascertainexactly what happenedin the cabinet. Blom, by the way, was the only researcherwho had
permissionto see the minutes, albeit in a depersonalizedversion.
40. See for the evaluationof Kok: Srebrenica,een 'veilig'gebied, III, 3141. About the cabinet-like
mode operationof the NIOD team, see: ibid., I, 4.
41. The measuresare describedin Blokker, "Knippenen plakken."
42. Idem.
43. Blom and de Graaff,"Het Srebrenica-onderzoek,"300-322.
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By creatingan enclave, a dynamiccame into being in which the outside world
of Dutch politics, on which the researcherswere in any case logistically dependent, began to count as "Serb"(with the journalists as its irregulars),while the
research object, with which the researchers had locked themselves in, was
"Muslim."The rules of the game implied that as long as the researchershad not
acquittedthemselves of their "Muslim"researchtask, the "Serb""outside world
of Dutch politics"-though culturallyfamiliar44-was to be distrusted.45
By making an enclave in the HerengrachtNIOD building, the researchersreplicatednot
only the relationwith the "enemy,"but also the relationthe Dutch had had with
the Muslims who were entrustedto theircare back in 1995. Behind the perimeter
of the strengthenedNIOD doors, the troublesomerelationof Dutchbat(or rather,
the Dutch government)with the Muslim populationof Srebrenicawas grafted
onto the relationshipbetween the researchersand their (unfamiliar)object.46
Seventh (and last), the researchgroup copied the combinationof protraction,
exhaustion, and frenzy that characterizedthe time frame of the Srebrenicamission. DutchbatIII had had to be relieved on July 1, 1995, but because the Dutch
governmenthad got itself into a jam with the United Nations,47and because the
Bosnian Serbs had intensified their policy of obstructing replacements and
blocking supplies, the battalionwas in a state of exhaustionwhen, on July 6, crisis struck. Not surprisingly,this exhaustion, aggravated by severe shortages,
impeded the functioningof the battalionand induced, in their The Hague headquartersprobablyeven more so than in the field, a feeling of "let's get it over
with." The NIOD research group worked itself into a comparablesequence of
protractionand exhaustionwhen, afterhaving missed the summer2001 deadline,
it also missed the November 2001 deadline.48They had to be ready on the next
date agreed upon: April 10, 2002. Pressurefrom parliament,public, and press
mounted:in May there were to be general elections. In these circumstancesa
great part of the reporthad to be written.A "crisis staff' worked from 8 in the
morning until 11 in the evening; at dinnertimepizzas were brought in; some
researchersslept in a nearbyhotel. "Wewent along the abyss," Blom later said,
"some threatenedto collapse."49
44. One of the researcherssaid afterwardsthat in team meetings researcherssometimes talkedlike
Dutchbatsoldiers. "In Serbia you at least get a decent hotel and you don't have to sit on the floor
when you are interviewing someone" (quoted in Blokker,"Knippenen plakken").
45. Theirresearchobject being, of course, the Dutch role in Srebrenica.Remarkably,when within a week afterthe publicationof the reportthe Dutch cabinetresigned, the NIOD group was as completely overwhelmedby this "outsideworld of Dutch politics" as Dutchbatwas overwhelmedin July
1995, when the Serbs attackedand within a week 7,500 Muslims were killed. And in fact, in this deluge, the researchfindings, the dozens of issues the reportaddressed,were as completely disregarded
as the Muslims were in July 1995.
46. See below, 311-312.
47. In a typical maneuver,the Dutch governmenthad, back in 1993, promisedthe Dutch parliament that the Air Mobile Brigade would be at the disposal of the UN for the Srebrenicamission for
at most a year and a half, but this restrictionwas not communicatedto the UN. The one-and-a-half
year deadline transpiredon July 1, 1995, but, not surprisingly,when that date approached,the UN
did not experience the same sense of urgency as the Dutch governmentdid. Consequently,even in
July, no replacementhad been found. See Srebrenica,een 'veilig'gebied, II, 1705.
48. See above, note 23.
49. Quoted in Blokker, "Knippenen plakken."
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By replicatingthe crisis, the researchgroup also replicatedthe exhilarationof
the participantsin the original Srebrenicacrisis. Blom later compared it to a
"pressurecooker"-and its ingredients were similar to the ingredients of the
pressurecooker of those hot days in July 1995: apprehension,adrenalin,righteousness-and a wish to get it over with.50So, the NIOD campaign ended in an
orgy of writing, a delirious "flow" of competency, determination,and improvisation in which in an incredibly short time an impossible number of pages was
produced-a numberthat (when appendices and so on are included) was roughly equivalentto the impossible numberof Muslims killed in 1995.51
V. STAYINGON THE SURFACE

How did the way in which the NIOD research group identified itself with its
object affect the content, tenor, and/orconclusions of its work? Before answering this question, it might be remarkedthatidentificationsin themselves are neither good nor bad. They may diminishas well as enhance the quality of an analysis-depending on the way they are used. ArthurMitzmanhas shown how Jules
Michelet's identification with the fate of France during the French Revolution
went as far as his replicating, in his life, some of the key events he had to
describe. In orderto narratethe fall from grace of Danton,Michelet orchestrated
his own falling from grace. According to Mitzman, Michelet subconsciously
brought himself to a position in which he could be fired from the College de
France,dismissed as the head of the Archives, and sent into exile to Nantes52where he subsequently wrote the famous Danton pages of the Histoire de la
Revolutionfrancaise. Being in themselves neither good nor bad, identifications
may, however, diminish the quality of description and analysis when-as happened in the case of K-their metaphoricalprovisionality(enabling the subject
to understandthe objectin termsof the subject)somehow gets lost. In such cases,
the identificationssubmergeand assume a life of their own (that is, are takenup
in parallelprocesses)-only to emerge, sooner or later,as acting out, or, as I have
called them, "provocations."53
50. I will not describe here the parallels in the sense of relief and in the way this relief manifested itself. Nor will I discuss the disturbingcoincidence that not only an unknown,but probablylarge,
numberof Dutchbatsoldiers, but presumablyalso some of the NIOD researchers,afterwardsdeveloped serious social, psychological, and/orrelationshipproblems. For problems among soldiers, see
my "De haat van de vredessoldaat,"NRC Handelsblad(March 13, 2004), 34; for the researchers,see
Van der Horst, "Onmacht,onkundeen onwil."
51. Coincidence or not, the numberof pages of the abridgedversion of the report(that appeared
somewhat later) was approximatelythe same as the numberof Muslims killed in the vicinity of the
compoundin Potocari-that is, within view of the Dutch.
52. ArthurMitzman,Michelet,Historian: Rebirthand Romanticismin 19th-centuryFrance (New
Haven and London:Yale University Press, 1990), 246. Mitzmandesignates "Michelet's secret wish
to be suspended""regressionin the service of the ego." Likewise, JakobBurckhardtcould describe
the ItalianRenaissanceas the discovery of the plasticityof matter(stone, paint, cities, states)because,
as a writer,he lived on the hypothesis that in giving form to your conceptions you may create a reality that is at least as valid as the heritage you inherited. See my "Centaurenaan de bosrand,"in
WaterlooVerdunAuschwitz,52-82.
53. On the concept of "provocation,"compare Freud's "Observationson Transference-Love"
("Bemerkungenfiber die Ubertragungsliebe"):"one gets the impressionthat the resistance is acting
as an agent provocateur."StandardEdition. XII, 157-171, 163.
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The best way to identify such unfruitfulidentificationsis not by scrutinizing
the story, but by tracking the provocations. However, scrutinizing the storyhermeneutics-is what literate people instinctively do: in the case of K, the
groupmembers(workingon the hypothesis that,because K broughtup his interaction with the patient, something must be amiss) seized upon the story K told,
only to discover that their interpretations,whether sensible, judicious, "true"or
not, didn't make any difference. Instead of delving deep, one had better stay at
the surface.The importantthing, as Freud said, is to conceive of the illness "not
as somethingof the past, but as a force that influences the present."54When acting out takes place, attention should not gravitateto the stories about the "historical" there-and-thenbefore the actuality of the here-and-now is clarified.
"Stayingon the surface"means resistingthe temptationsthe wordsof the patient,
the therapist,or, as in the presentcase, the historianoffer, and trying to concentrateon what in and by the telling is broughtaboutin the encounterbetween, in
the presentcase, historianand public. "Provocative"acting out takes place when
the rules that determinethat encounter(or the relationshipin general) are transgressed. Sometimes the rules that are transgressedare explicit, but in the majority of cases the aktuelle Macht of the unacknowledgedidentificationis brought
to bear upon the tacit rules that form the basis of the relationship.Acting out, in
other words, usually manifests itself in the "treatmentalliance."
Acting out in the form of surreptitiouslymocking the treatmentalliance55is
difficult to handle. Addressing the transgressionof an explicit rule is relatively
easy: addressingthe transgressionof one of the tacit rules that form the basis of
the relationshipin which the transgressionoccurs is very difficult.56Technically
it is difficult because such "provocations"always have a Janus-face:they are
"conventional"as well as "subversive,"sanctimoniousas well as sacrilegious,
"constructive"as well as "destructive."If you address the one, you risk being
shown the other.In the case of K, attemptsto addresshis coffee-breakremarkin
the next session might seriously backfire because K might profess having forgotten the incident altogether,or he might play to the gallery and say: "What's
wrong with being curious?"or "We are here to learn, aren't we?" Addressing
such remarksis technically difficultbecause it means keeping in touch as well as
being steadfast,without driftinginto a zero-sum game in which either the transgressor or the person addressingthe transgressionfeels denuded. On top of this
technical difficulty, there is the problem that having to say things about things
that should go without saying is literally unsettling. It means that a discussion
abouthistorischeAngelegenheiten(or, more broadly,a discussion on the level of
representations)is supplantedby a discussion aboutthe preconditionsthat regulate and determinethatparticulardiscussion. It means, in short,focusing on function instead of intention-which (as, for example, the reception of Foucault
among historianshas shown) is a very threateningthing to do.
54. Freud, "Erinnern, Wiederholen und Durcharbeiten," 127 ("nicht als eine historische
Angelegenheit, sondem als eine aktuelleMacht").
55. Though strictly speaking it is only one of the two kinds of acting out, in the following I will
equate "actingout" with the transgressionof implicit rules.
56. Consequently,"staying on the surface"-as a means of addressingtransgressionof implicit
rules-is much more difficult than "deep"interpretation.
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So, in orderto answerthe questionin what respectthe NIOD Srebrenicareport
was influenced by the way the researchers unwittingly identified with their
object, one has to resist the temptationto plunge into the text. Insteadone has to
"stayat the surface"and trackthe "provocations"in and aroundthe report:where
and how did the researcherstransgressthe tacit rules of the relationbetween historians and their public? Chances are that in their provocations the researchers
repeated,in LaCapra'swords, the problems they studied. It might be supposed
that in these provocations they enacted those aspects of the "dramaticdevelopments"of July 1995 thatwere too boundup with themselves-be it as historians,
as men and women, or as Dutch citizens. What exactly did the NIOD researchers
enact? In this section I will sketch three provocationsthat, in my view, point to
paralleling.I will do this rathercursorily-in orderto gain some space to discuss,
in the next section, one instance of parallelingat somewhat greaterlength.
One of the provocationsthatimmediately createda lot of disturbancewas the
fact that the NIOD researchgroupdelivered its 3,394 page report(and the thousands of pages of appendices)with the message that,though the reportcontained
the facts the group had assembled and the "explaining analyses" it had performed, the judgments weren't included (whereuponeverybody read the fiftypage "epilogue"to scan for whom the reportwould mean trouble).As Blom said
in his presentationspeech: "makingjudgments is up to others."57By its stubborn
refusal to pronouncejudgment, the NIOD group enacted, I think, the obsessive
impartialityof the Dutch policy in Srebrenica.For the researchers,impartiality
meant withholdingjudgment on the politicians, the military, and the civil servants who had played some role in the catastrophe.For the Dutch in Srebrenica,
impartialityhad meant that no sides would be taken for or against either the
Bosnian Muslims or the Bosnian Serbs. Consequently,in Srebrenicathe official
policy had been that, while the Serbs had to be kept out of the enclave, the
Muslims in the enclave had to be disarmed.
This policy was paralleledin the report.The NIOD researchers,who in their
Herengracht"safe area"had come to regardthe outside world of Dutch politics
as "Serb,"and the researchobject with which they were locked in as "Muslim,"
consistently tried to keep their distance from Dutch politics, while at the same
time "disarming"their report by depleting it of (potentially dangerous)judgments. On the face of it, the one might have been a consequence of the other.The
more effort it took for the NIOD groupto keep the "familiar"world of Dutch politics at a distance (and the betterit succeeded in doing this), the more the group
felt obliged to fulfill what it saw as the other side of its mission: to disarm the
"unfamiliar"research object. Reproaches that the NIOD researchershad purposely spared Dutch politicians therefore are, I think, beside the point.58
57. Quotedin De Volkskrant.See also Srebrenica,een 'veilig'gebied, I, 30-31. Similarstatements
were reiteratedon many occasions. Needless to say, in the following I am not criticizing a decision,
but interpretinga phenomenon.I do think, however, that the confusion this decision provoked was
caused by the gut feeling of many commentatorsthat there was more to it than the apparentlytallying explanations Blom and company provided, that, in other words, something "uncanny"(in my
view, a parallelprocess) was going on.
58. See, for example, J. A. A. van Doom, "NIOD-rapport:te laat, te lang en slordig bovendien,"
Trouw(April 17, 2002), 7.
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Paradoxically(or, from the perspective of parallel process theory, quite logicalvis a vis
ly), it was precisely their sense of having upheld their "incorruptibility"
Dutch politics that led them to disarmtheir report.
A second provocationwas the fact thata reportthat took months (full-time) to
read,59was presented as something that no citizen wanting to join the debate
about what had gone so terribly wrong could afford to leave unread. "Historians," said Blom, "haveto present their findings in such a way that every citizen
canjoin the debateaboutmoraljudgmentson the basis of reliable knowledge and
analysis."60The message was thatevery participantin the debatehad to foundhis
or her opinion on the basis of the "reliable knowledge and analysis" that the
NIOD had provided, but that this inexorable substratumof facts could not itself
be the object of debate. Convincedthat the facts they had assembled need not be
spokenfor, the researchersfelt themselves excused, as Rankefamously put it, "to
vanish as it were into thin air and to let ...

the potent forces speak for them-

selves"61-leaving their public to stare at their report as at the grin of the
Cheshire cat. It might be argued that by delivering their (potential) readersto
theirunmanageabletext, by insisting thatthey (despite its unmanageability)base
their decisions on it, and by suggesting that their reportwas really all there was
to know, the researchersplaced the (potential)readersin the same position as the
Dutch political and militaryleaders had been vis a'vis the original events.
Both in 1993 (when decisions about the participationin the UN mission to
Bosnia had to be made), and in July 1995 (when the Serbs attacked),the Dutch
leaders acted as if they were at the mercy of events. They felt obliged to take so
many facts and circumstancesinto account that they lost their room for maneuver. This (quasi) inexorableface of events is paralleledin the (quasi) inexorable
face of the report.The inexorableface of the reportis, in turn,a result of the fact
that the NIOD group consistently worked on the assumptionthat the workmanship of the historianyields a body of, as Blom said, "verifiedfacts," and thatout
In
of these verified facts "the story as it were forces itself on the researcher."62
59. One might even regardthe fact that this pile of documentationwas called "information"as a
provocation. In informationtheory, the informationalvalue of a message is an expression of what
could have been-instead of what is-communicated. As CharlesBennett says: "the value of a message is the amount of mathematicalor other work plausibly done by its originator,which its receiver is saved from having to repeat." Quoted in Tor N0rretranders,The User Illusion: Cutting
ConsciousnessDown to Size, transl.JonathanSydenham [1991] (New York:Viking, 1998), 78.
60. Albrecht,"De waarheidin hoofdlettershebben we hier niet," 34.
61. L. von Ranke, "EnglischeGeschichte, vorehmlich im 17.Jahrhundert,"
in SaemtlichenWerke
(Leipzig: 1877), Band 15, 101 ("sich gleichsam auszuloschen und nur die . . . machtigen Krafte
erscheinenzu lassen").
62. Blom et al., "Oordelenin uitersten,"BMGN,353. This point was also made by PieterLagrou,
"Het Srebrenica-rapport
en de geschiedenis van het hede," BMGN 118 (2003), 325-336. The NIOD
report may be regardedas a prime example of what Chris Lorenz calls "naive realism." See his
"HistoricalKnowledge and Historical Reality,"History and Theory 33 (1994), 297-328. Ironically,
the immediate reactions of the politicians reinforcedthis naive realism. Many politicians professed
to be "shocked"by the report-which led to the fall of the cabinet. But insofar as they were really
shocked, they were belatedly shocked by what had happened in Srebrenica,not by the findings or
conclusions of the report.Nevertheless, the "shocked"reactions of the politicians (occasioned, not
caused, by the report)was grist to the mill of anyone who liked to believe that the way historiansrepresent historical reality offers-when done competently-a complete, unmediated,and unimpeded
view of that reality.
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the same way, in 1993 as well as in 1995, the Dutch politicians acted as if the
events in which they were taken up had a "logic" (or a "dynamic")of their own,
as if, in other words, "policy forces itself on the politician."63
The suggestion that "thingsjust happen as they happento happen"manifests
itself right down to the style of the report.The description,in the "Epilogue,"of
how the crucial decision was taken to put the Air Mobile Brigade at the disposal of the UN, is a case in point.64The passive form is profusely used, people
"support"some policy, other people are "informed,"things are "discussed,"people "subscribe"to some "line of policy,"people are "strengthenedin theirviews"
(whereas other people "strikecritical notes"), "foundationsfor decision-making
are laid,"points of no returnare passed, occasionally somebody even "takesthe
lead" in something-but in the whole passage nobody ever decides something.
Nevertheless, a course of events is embarked upon-or, in the words of the
report:"The political-journalisticconstellation had far-reachingconsequences.
In fact, The Netherlandsput an Air Mobile Battalion at the disposal of the UN
This indefinitenessmight be a characteristicof what is
withoutpreconditions."65
described,but because it certainly is a characteristicof the way of describing,it
would be a safer bet that the way the researcherspresentthe events mirrorsthe
way the protagonistssaw them, that-in other words-the dissociation of doer
and deed is paralleledin the dissociation of writer and text.
The thirdprovocationwas the fact that the Srebrenicastudy on the one hand
was presentedas a scientific endeavor,but that on the otherhand the researchers
publicly declaredthat,insofar as they had elucidatedthe numerousincidentsthey
assumedtheirpublic had wanted them to elucidate,theirprojecthad no scientific
value at all. At the Leiden symposium,Blom called the dozens of pages the report
devoted to one of the most publicizedissues-the destruction,in a Dutch army
laboratory,of photographicevidence of Serb atrocities-"from a scientific point
of view totally irrelevant."66
What, accordingto the researchers,was scientificalwas
to
researchfindings in a context "in such a way that
relevant,
however,
put
ly
the inherentdynamic of the historicalprocess becomes visible."67It was to be a
recurrenttheme in the report:for a "clearunderstanding"(as the researchersused
to call it) events had to be "contextualized"by competenthistorians.
In theirinterpretationof what theirmission as professionalhistorianswas, the
researchersenacted,I think, the way the Dutch back in 1995 interpretedtheirtask
as peacekeepers.In Srebrenica,the Dutch had taken their task to mean that they
shouldn'tbother too much about provocationsand humiliationsas long as they
succeeded in theirjob of keeping the Serbs out and the Muslims in. The responsible Dutchpoliticians and diplomatsfor theirparthad, duringthe year and a half
a Dutch battalion was in the enclave, operated on the assumption that they
63. This inexorabilityalso permeatesthe discussion in the Prologue about what the Dutch might
have done against the Serbs. Blom repeatedly dismissed consideration of the options open to
Dutchbatas "speculation."See Srebrenica,een 'veilig'gebied, III, 3143.
64. Ibid., 3133-3136.
65. Ibid., 3136; cf. I, 1076.
66. Cf. Blom's disparagingremarksaboutthe "tragedyof Srebrenica"becoming an "affairin The
Netherlands."Srebrenica,een 'veilig' gebied, III, 3126.
67. Blom and de Graaff,300; see also 310.
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shouldn'tbothertoo much aboutthe ("incidental")Srebrenicaabscess, as long as
they were taken seriouslyin the internationalpolitical arenaswhere a solution for
the Bosnian problemwas to be found.68By regardingincidents not as their mission, but as peripheralto or even distractionsfromtheir mission,69the NIOD paralleled the way the Dutch back then-by not bringingtheirfull weight to bearon
incidents-were sent barkingup the wrong tree.
The inclinationof the Air Mobile Brigade to regardincidents as peripheralto
its mission, was, I think, bound up with its professional identity.In the Brigade
a distinctionwas made between, on the one hand, operatingin a military mode
("green"),and, on the other hand, operating(counterintuitively)in a peacekeeping mode ("blue"-after the color of the UN). It was quite clearthat in the "blue"
mode you couldn't make full use of your "green"military resources-but how
to commandrespect in a "blue,"non-militaryway was ratherless clear. Instead
of thinkingthis problemout, the Air Mobile Brigade from the startinterpretedits
mission in an ambiguousmanner:on the one hand it chose as its prime objective
a task that left ample room for its congenial, "greenish,"professionalidentity:to
man a perimeter(not quite to defend, but to "observe"it); on the other hand, the
Brigade tried-by being friendly, helpful, facilitating, and generous-to find a
non-greenway for everyday,peacekeepinguse.
The consequence of this ambiguity was that as a peacekeeping unit, the
Brigadedid not succeed in becoming authoritative.It did not even gain respectnot from the Serbs, not from the Muslims. It never occurredto the Brigade (let
alone to the politicians back home) that to respond authoritativelyto the daily
incidents and humiliationswas the mission, and not a nuisance that unfortunately was included in the bargain.The predicamentof the Air Mobile Brigade was
that where its professional identity was (at the perimeter)there was no mission,
and where its mission was (in the incidents) there was no professional identity.
Not surprisingly,the inability to deal honorablywith the daily incidents eventually underminednot only the Brigade's belief in itself as a peacekeeping force,
but its "green"professionalidentity as well. Consequently,when in July 1995 the
Serbs attacked-and the perimeterwas overrun-Dutchbat could not come up
with an adequate"green"response. Insteadthe battalionresortedto a caricature
of the way it had interpretedits "bluish"mode of operation:it threw itself on
being friendly,helpful, facilitating,and generousto the Muslims who were herded togetherat Potocariand held at gunpointby their Serb enemies.
For the NIOD researchers,the congenial "green"mode of operationconsisted
in being able to bring their "scientific"competency as professionalhistoriansto
bear on the Dutch role in Srebrenica,whereas investigating incidents (like the
destructionof photographicevidence) was mere "blue"peacekeeping. Like the
Air Mobile Brigade, the researcherschose a task that was as "green"as possible,
68. As was also the conclusion of the NIOD study.Cf Srebrenica,een 'veilig' gebied I, 1163.
69. In the case of the NIOD report,the distinctionbetween "mission"and (relatively minor, but
dirty,throbbing,abscess-like) "incidents"is, I think, a more clarifying distinctionthanthe distinction
between "context"and "detail."See ibid., 310-311. But, of course, the conspicuous frequencywith
which the researcherswrote about the importanceof context makes it understandablethat commentatorsregardedthe context/detaildimension as a majorclue in coming to grips with the report.See
also note 57.
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and like the Air Mobile Brigade they decided to man a perimeter-in their case
the "perimeter" was called "context." Right from the start the researchers began
to work on an ever-expanding perimeter of spatial and temporal context-until
the small kernel of the ten days in July 1995 was surrounded by so many layers
(thousands of pages) of context, that, in the eye of the public to which the report
was addressed, it became almost totally incidental. By acting out, instead of thematizing, the tension between mission and incident, the NIOD group drew attention to (as well as evaded) what may well have been a major determinant of the
Dutch policy toward, and conduct in, Srebrenica. Insofar as the report became
yet another instance of a "tragedy in the Balkans" becoming an "affair in The
Netherlands," it perpetuated it.
VI. "TODETERATTACKSBY PRESENCE"

A provocation I would like to discuss at somewhat greater length is the peculiar
way the NIOD researchers70 reacted to the historians who took their report seriously enough to write an article about it. In these reactions71 the researchers
invariably exhorted their colleagues to engage in "serious scientific discussions"
while showing their teeth to anyone who did not completely identify with the
way the NIOD had defined its task. I shall not try to demonstrate and tabulate the
more subtle stratagems the researchers used to intimidate their colleagues, and
will restrict myself to the ones that best survive quotation: one of the historians
was called "small-minded," another "sour," a whole group of historians (those
interested in theory) was called "arrogant," there was talk about the "selfappointed detectives of the theoretical police," some historians were said to revel
in "ostentatious learning," and so on. All the while the NIOD researchers, in their
reactions, did not yield a single inch on a single issue raised by a single historian. Instead, they reiterated, explained, and justified what they had done in their
report, and, second, availed themselves of the opportunity to lecture their colleagues about how to conduct a historical investigation, how to conceive of the
societal mission of the discipline, and how to behave in scientific discussions.
This was accompanied by professions of modesty. Time and again the NIOD
researchers proclaimed that neither they themselves nor their report had any
"theoretical pretensions" and that they hadn't written their report for the "(historical) theoretical connoisseur."72 The only critique the group accepted was critique about irrelevant details73 and about the error-laden index.
70. I continue to treatthe group as an undivided whole (thoughthe articles writtenafter the completion of the report are usually written by Blom and only one or two of his fellow researchers)
because the researchersthemselveskept insisting on their "unityof policy." Cf. "This article is also
the fruit of consultations in the research group of the Srebrenicareport. The authors, who put it
together,thankthe other researchersfor their suggestions and contributions.When in the text there
is talk of 'we,' most of the time the groupas a whole is referredto" (sentences translatedas faithfully as I could that indicate that not only the report as a whole, but even a relatively short article was
"puttogether"from individual"contributions"ratherthan written),Blom and de Graaff,300n.
71. The (three)most importantreactionsare mentionedin note 7.
72. All from Blom and de Graaff,"Het Srebrenica-onderzoek,"300-322. The display of modesty
is similar to the display of modesty in Anglo-Saxon linguistic philosophy that is so brilliantly analyzed by ErnestGellner in his Wordsand Things (Harmondsworth,Eng.: Penguin Books, 1968).
73. For example:the groupratherostentatiouslyagreedwith a reviewer who had pointed out "that
slivovitsj is not brewed but distilled."
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My point here is not that this patternof reaction is remarkablysimilar to the
way the Dutch governmentreactedto the Srebrenicacatastrophe74(which makes
it a replication),but thatby transgressingthe rule thatin professionaldiscussions
you play the ball and not the man, it was a provocationof their fellow historians.
The ad hominemremarksof the researcherscannot,I think, be attributedto personal characteristicsof the researchersor the project leader. Neither can it be
maintainedthatthey were polemical responses to polemical attacks.On the contrary:all the intimidatingremarkswere made in professionaljournalsin response
to professionalarticles writtenin professionalturnsof phrase.In fact, Blom and
his groupdid not react at all to reviews in newspapers,magazines, or other "lay"
publications,or to articles whose authorshad (in the eyes of the NIOD group)
insufficient professional credentials.So, though their reportwas commissioned
by the governmentand intendedas a "discussionpaper"for a nationwidedebate,
their peers-being the only ones they wanted to interactwith-constituted their
real public. The insistence of the researchers,often in the very same paragraphin
which they showed their teeth, that they wanted to engage their colleagues in
"seriousscientific discussions"gives theirreactionsthe Janus-facethatis so characteristic of parallel processes. By simultaneouslycalling for and discouraging
discussion, the Srebrenicaresearchersprevented both what they did not want
(their peers attackingthem) and what they did want (elucidation).Instead,they
instilled an atmosphereof "forgetaboutit" even they themselves came to deplore.
What did the NIOD group simultaneously want to address and evade in its
provocativepatternof reaction?The answeris, I think,that in the way they reacted to their fellow historians, the researchers enacted the Dutch mandate in
Srebrenica.This mandatewas "to deter attacksby presence."In Srebrenica,the
Dutch battalion,too small and too lightly armedto withstanda full-scale attack,
had the task of deterringthe Bosnian Serbs from overrunningthe enclave by
being conspicuously present.The assumptionwas that the Serbs would not dare
to harm the Muslim population of Srebrenicabecause doing so meant harming
Dutchbat,and harmingDutchbatmeant incurringthe wrath of the international
communityDutchbatsupposedlyrepresented.The Dutch acquittedthemselves of
their task by building exposed, uncamouflaged observation posts along the
perimeterof the enclave: they calculatedthat the Serbs would not dareto violate
the line demarcatedby the Dutch posts. By not yielding an inch, by refusing to
compromise, by declining to evacuate positions once taken, by showing their
teeth and firing intimidatingwarningshots when anyone approachedtoo near,by
taking up blocking positions when inroads seemed imminent, the NIOD
researchersenacted the options that in July 1995 were open to Dutchbat-or
rather,to the Dutch government.One might say that right down to its intimidating materiality,the threebulky, closely printedvolumes of the reportrepeatwhat
Dutchbatwas supposedto do: to deter attacksby presence.75
74. The embracingof the critiqueof the index is entirely comparableto the reactionof the Dutch
government;in both cases an innocuous strictureis accepted to keep the substance(of report/policy)
intact while not creatingthe impressionof being impervious to critique.
75. Of course, this intimidatingbulkiness was a function of the way the researchersinterpreted
their "mandate."To deter attacks, they took care to demonstratethat they had maximally covered
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As in the case of K, the parallels are uncannily pervasive-and point to aspects
of the Srebrenica mission that are rather hard to stomach. The professions of
modesty may be said to reflect the low-profile approach of which, at the time,
Dutch peacekeepers were uncommonly proud. Whereas American, French, or
British peacekeepers (like, perhaps, the "self-appointed detectives of the theoretical police") were regarded as a bit trigger-happy, or, at least, a bit too heavyhanded to tame passions effectively, the "unassuming" Dutch prided themselves
on their ability to pacify animosity in a much more natural way.76 Moreover, the
way the NIOD group appealed to "science" is similar to the way Dutchbat was
supposed to represent the international community. Both were "outposts" (the
researchers even designating their study "an extreme case of contemporary history"77),both (felt they) had to bolster their position by referring to what they felt
they represented-a dependence that, in the case of Dutchbat, was utterly
betrayed when, in July 1995, the international community left the enclave in the
lurch. Further, the wish to stay on speaking terms at all costs was reminiscent of
the original Srebrenica mission. Up to the very end the Dutch didn't want to
antagonize the Serbs-no matter how crassly those very same Serbs violated the
rules and humiliated the Dutch. The researchers, for their part, always wanted to
"discuss" things with their peers-no matter how abused they felt when those
peers didn't identify with their plight.78 Then, finally, there were the ambiguous
attempts to civilize the "barbarians":the way the NIOD researchers lectured their
unimpressed colleagues reflecting the way Dutchbat-or, rather, the Dutchtried to breathe some civilization into the Balkans.79
The peculiar manner in which the NIOD researchers tried to deter attacks by
their mere presence also reflects an unflagging belief in the rule of law-or, perhaps more accurately, a belief in the unassailable priority of the "law," of rules.
This belief-which
was a key feature of the Dutch Srebrenica policy-betrays
itself in the provocative inappropriateness with which the NIOD researchers
employed Dutchbat "rules of engagement" in a scientific setting. The Dutch attitude with regard to rules showed itself both in the content of the "rules of engagement" the researchers chose to apply, and-perhaps more importantly-in the
extent to which they made themselves dependent on them. As to the rules per se,
their object, that there weren't people they hadn't spoken to, documentsthey hadn't seen, sites they
hadn't visited, sources they hadn't explored, clues they hadn't followed-that, in short, they had
been, nay, were present"all over the place" and occupied every squareinch of the "enclave"of their
researchobject as completely as they possibly could.
76. In fact, Dutch society is based on mutualpacificationbetween differentreligions. Mutualpacification by a silent, obliging, live-and-let-live system is so ingrainedin Dutch culture that only by
exportingit do its limitationsbecome clear. The discovery in Srebrenicathat, ratherthan a universal
human value, this "obligingness"was a Dutch peculiarity that engenderedcontempt and hostility
from Serbs as well as Muslims was/is ratherdifficult to come to terms with.
77. As was the title of their article in the Tijdschriftvoor Geschiedenis.
78. See Blom and de Graaff,"HetSrebrenica-onderzoek,"127. The angerof the researcherswhen
they couldn't recognize themselves in their colleagues' reactions to the report was not unlike the
anger of the survivors of the Srebrenicabloodbathwhen they, for their part, didn't recognize themselves in the events as describedin the report.
79. I will not discuss in this articlehow the mandateto "deterattacksby presence"functionedon
the level of Dutch politics-but it is quite clear thatthe sheer "presence"of the NIOD researchgroup
"deterred"attackson the Dutch governmentover the Srebrenicaissue for more than five years.
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the NIOD group made it unmistakablyclear that they would refuse to join battle
with "irregulars"-journalistsor other non-academicsalike. Moreover,it unilaterally defined the terms on which it was preparedto fight with the persons who
happenedto have the right marksand badges, and backed up its conditions with
an appealto an absenthigher authority.Then, it didn't accept arbiters,which, of
course, was a logical concomitantof its unilateralism-and which, incidentally,
made it essential that "theoreticalhistorians"be provokedout of their proclivity
for addressingrules, conditions, presuppositions,and other things that go without saying. Finally, it chose the terrain-which was to be not inside, but at the
perimeterof, the enclave of the report.The researchersbluntly stated that, "as a
rule,""in the reportthere was to be no discussion with earlierpublications."80
The most conspicuousparallel,though,was not the substanceof the rules, but
the degree to which the NIOD group made itself dependenton them. Macaulay
tells in his History of England that Lord Galway was beaten in the battle of
Almanzabecause he preferredlosing by adheringto the rules to winning by disregardingthem. In Srebrenica,in 1995, the Dutch did somethingof the samekind.
Right to the time of theirretreat,when aroundthem the Muslims they had undertaken to protect were massacredby the thousand,the Dutch felt bound to "rules
of engagement"by which they had much to lose and nothing to win. It was a
dependenceon two levels: in the enclave (in their dealings with the Serb attackers), andin the internationalpolitical arena(in theirrelationswith the UN andthe
UNPROFORcommand and control system). It is an ugly and painful fact that,
though on both levels their opponentsdid not live up to, disregarded,or transgressed the rules agreedupon, and thoughadheringto the rules is far more disadvantageousto the weak than to the strong,the Dutch perseveredto the very end
in upholdingrules that had lost any validity.This dependenceis completely reiteratedin the descriptions,analyses, and conclusions of the report."In the given
situation,"the NIOD writes aboutthe Dutch obligingness in the face of the Serb
attack,"it wasn't reasonablethat Dutchbat-on its own accordor pressed by the
Dutchgovernment-would have gone againstthe grainof the line thatwas agreed
upon. Such an initiativeto a differentway of acting shouldhave originatedfrom
the higherUNPROFORechelons or from the ultimatelyresponsibleUN."81
The uncriticalreiterationsof rule-dependency82are, I think, consequences of
the way the NIOD paralleledthe Dutchbatmandateto deter attacksby its mere
presence. In their reportthe NIOD researcherswere just as "reasonable"as the
Dutch had been in 1995-and they wanted,in turn,to have theirreportmeasured
with the same yardstick-that is, in terms of the same "rules of engagement."
Naturally,the historians who wrote articles about the report, not knowing the
rules of engagementthey were supposed to apply, couldn't help violating them.
Rather than inferring from the critique of their colleagues that they had been
unconsciously dependent on a narrow and inappropriateset of rules, the
80. As for example the books by Honig and Both, Westerman,and Rijs and Rhode, mentionedin
Blom, de Graaff,and Schoonoord,"Oordelenin uitersten,"345.
81. Srebrenica,een 'veilig' gebied, III, 3143.
82. To quotejust one other such reiteration:"anyway,in the light of the laws and customs of war,
the separationof the able-bodiedmen in orderto make sure whethertherewere soldiers among them
who had to be taken into custody as prisonersof war was not uncommonor forbidden."Ibid., 3158.
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researchersinterpretedcriticismthat didn't comply with "their"rules of engagement as "smokingguns" thatjustified retaliation.
VII. CONCLUSION

There are many things I did not do in this article.I did not relate the concept of
parallelprocessingto earlierattemptsto ascertainthe extent to which thoughtsare
replicationsof what these thoughtsare trying to encompass. I did not performa
detailed textual analysis to establish in what respects paralleling affected, on a
microlevel, descriptionsand analysesof the report.I also did not addressthe question to what extent I myself, as the authorof this article,"triplicate"the original
events, and perpetuatethe parallelsI describe (or have forgottento describe).83
WhatI did do, however-taking stock of the NIOD Srebrenicastudyby means of
parallel-processtheory-raises enough questions to end on a meditativenote. In
the first place thereis the questionof validity.As I write, I am still amazedby the
extent to which what happenedin and aroundthe NIOD study can be accounted
for by the parallel processes that revealed themselves in the casual remarksof
ProfessorBlom at the Leiden symposium.But is the extent to which the NIOD
study can be interpretedin terms of the events it describes an artifact of a
metaphoricalway of looking at things, an epiphenomenonof somethingelse (as
for example "Dutchculture"or "Dutchnationalcharacter"),or what I thinkit is:
a genuine,logical, and comprehensive-albeit also an unsettlingand a bit eeriemanifestationof unconscious identificationprocesses? In the context of psychiatricsupervisionthe validity of a parallelprocess interpretationcan be ascertained
by asking,Does it work?In supervisionthereis always a dual check: a valid interpretationleads to a sense of relief by the groupmembersthatthe (factualand emotional) phenomenathey have experiencedcan be so parsimoniouslyexplained;it
breaksdeadlockand occasions the groupto resumeits work in a productivemanner.A second check is that a truly valid interpretationstartsa process of significant behavioralchange in the therapistwho brought the case up. Though, of
course,the operationalizationdiffersin the case of history,the test of the interpretationput forwardin this articlealso has to be: Does it work? In the presentcase,
this means:Does it fit the facts? Is it convincing?And, perhaps,does it eventually breakthe deadlockof "forgetaboutit"?
Second, thereis the questionof representativeness.In some respectsthe NIOD
Srebrenicastudy may have been atypical. The similarity between, on the one
hand, the psychological position from which Blom and his group embarkedon
their project and, on the other hand, the position from which the Air Mobile
Brigade went to Bosnia was quite exceptional. The same holds true for the
unique, identification-enhancingblank space into which the infrastructureof the
study could be projected. Then, the scarce informationthat leaked out of the
researchgroupsuggests that rightfromthe startan uncommonlycompelling kind
83. In some respectsI might:this articleis also "obsessively"("clinically")impartial,and perhaps,
by writingit in English, I may have createda displacementthatis equivalentto the displacementfrom
(secondarily)"events"to "report"and (originally)from "a tragedyin the Balkans"to "anaffairin the
Netherlands."
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of group-thinkwas operative. Group members dissuaded themselves and their
colleagues from reflecting on what they were in fact doing-both as individuals
and as a system-and if they did, they dared not addressthe matterand so precluded the groupfrom alteringthe course it had hit upon. The extent to which the
NIOD group replicatedits object may finally have been augmentedby incomplete and tricky conflict resolution. LaCaprahas identified two extremes in trying to come to terms with emotional response. On the one hand there is "full
identification,whereby you try to relive the experience of the other";and on the
other hand thereis "pureobjectification,which is the denial of transference,and
blockage of affect as it influences research,and the attemptto be as objectifying
and neutralan observeras possible-whether as an empiricalfact gathereror as
a structural-formalanalyst."84The articlesby Blokkerand Van der Horstsuggest
thatin the NIOD grouptherewas a conflict between "identifiers"(who tendedto
identify with the Muslim victims) and "objectifiers"(who wanted to historicize
the Srebrenicaevent). The identificationthateventuallycame about (not with the
victims, but with the research object) may have been the (unintended,unconscious, and ultimatelyinvalidating)"compromise"between these two factions.
But favorablethoughcircumstancesmay have been in the NIOD case, they do
not, I think,fully explainhow the event came to be so surprisinglyfaithfullyenacted in and aroundthe report.The circumstancesmay accountfor the scope of the
identification,theflagrancy of the provocations,andthe comprehensivenessof the
parallels,but can hardlybe held responsiblefor the tendencyto identify,the urge
to provoke,and thepropensityto enact the things thatare too hardto tell. This, of
course, raises the questionwhetherparallelprocesses are common phenomenain
the historyof historiography.They may well be. In fact, I see no reasonwhy they
shouldn'tarisewhen pervasiveidentificationis accompaniedby absenceof reflection. Ratherthanan unfortunateblemishon the historiesin question,this may be a
happy opportunity,for, as I think I have demonstratedin this article, parallel
processes are not only real-lifephenomena,but effective analyticalinstrumentsas
well. Studying historical works from the perspectiveof parallel-processtheory
may uncovermechanismsthatotherwiseare silentlyreplicated.By makinguse of
parallel-processtheory, "sources"can be tapped that otherwise stay outside the
range of the historianor the historiographerof history-as, for example, the "surface sources"of the responsesevoked in and by the confrontationwith a historical
text. Finally, studyinghistoricalworks by means of parallel-processtheory transcends the introversionof both postmodernisttheoryof history and the positivist
practiceof history.Studying-as I did in this article-the "surface"of the practice
of history from a parallel-processpoint of view is a fruitfuland exciting way to
reconnectwordsanddeeds, representationsand events,historiographyandhistory.
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